
Birthday	Cards	
Eight	of	Hearts	
Ecstatic	Strength		

Characteristics: Caution and 
responsibility are needed for the Eight of 
Hearts because of a power in love. 
Actually, all Eights need to be careful 
here. Some become addicted to the 
power they have because they are 
supreme in the areas of charm and 
magnetism. If used unwisely at the 
expense of others they can hurt them. 
Sevens are both karma cards of the Eight 
of Hearts. This tells us that they have a 
great deal of spiritual knowledge that 
helps lead their actions. Unfortunately, 
they will see almost instant results when 
they abuse their power over others. They 
realize that they can go to great heights if 
they follow the truth and share their love 
and healing with other. Because they can 
really give people the love that is 
necessary for healing themselves, this is 
seen as the healer’s card. Many will 
become well-known teachers, artists, statesmen and performers. The Ten, Eight 
and King are in their Life Paths and all are in the Crown Line. They will lead very 
lucky lives. They have superior potential for being recognized and being 
successful. There will be obstacles in the area of health unless the Eight of 
Hearts is attentive to it. Their work and relations will be neglected and their 
bodies pushed to the point of breaking down if they are not careful. Neglecting 
this will bring about the first Karma Card demanding payment in full. You would 
believe that they would just relax and enjoy such a good life since things go so 
well for them. However, they frequently go at such a fast pace that they end up 
physically ill. Exactly eight, it is interesting to note, is often the number of their 
immediate family or close friends. Eight Hearts represent the people that they 
love. Eight can come up with eight children, eight spouses, eight pets or other 
things. In any occupation where a good mind will make a difference, and they 
have great minds, they can be exceptional. They do not have to worry about 



money, but they will work hard for that which they make. Many Eight of Hearts 
will become famous in their lifetime. This is particularly true after the age of 36 
when their power and achievements increase. Unless it is motivated by fear they 
are powerful and can succeed at anything.  
 
Relationships: They need, in some sense, to be good administrators because of 
the power they have. They have the charm and attractiveness to get what they 
desire and they do go after who they want as well. As a result, they can be 
playboys and playgirls. The Eight of Hearts woman must be aware of their 
actions and at least realize that some men would prefer a woman who is not so 
forceful. The fastest karmic rebounds come to them more than any other cards. 
Maturity and wisdom must be in place if their power is to bring about true 
happiness. Making others know they are loved also makes them feel they are 
special. They usually retain the upper hand in all of their relationships. They 
generally keep the upper hand in their relationships because they are less needy 
than most and consequently find it difficult to maintain one. If they feel 
uncomfortable, they usually just move on to another one. Aggression can be 
present. Some suitors of Eight of Hearts women are often scared away by their 
aggression.  
 
Personality Connections: The Heart suit attracts men Eight of Hearts and they 
are usually compatible, other than Jacks, who can be a problem for them. In 
general Eight of Hearts are found difficult by Club men, especially the women. 
They are liked by Diamond men.  
 
Confrontations: In the emotional arena, being an Eight of Hearts allows a 
person a lot of power. They can easily acquire what they want from most 
individuals in their life, with such power. They are really able to practically blast 
someone with this power by giving them attention and sometimes flattery. If they 
choose to, they can make a person feel like the most admired and desirable 
person on the face of the earth. This is a powerful tool and they can use it in any 
way they choose. There are many celebrities and others with this power among 
the Eight of Hearts, of course, but a look at the powerful and famous will show a 
great many of them. Joe DiMaggio, John F. Kennedy Jr. and Richard Gere are all 
Eight of Hearts. 


